In the original random-dot stereograms (RDSs) invented by Julesz, binocular disparity could only take on values that were integral multiples of dot width. The other common method for constructing RDSs (the projection method) relaxes this restriction. However, the projection method can introduce dot-density cues into the monocular images. When polar projection is employed, density variation is introduced as an expression of perspective cues; when parallel projection is employed, there are no perspective cues, but density variation is nonetheless introduced whenever disparity varies as a function of horizontal position, de Vries, Kappers, and Koenderink [(1994 ) Vision Research, 34, 2409-2423 proposed to minimize the density cues by selecting half of the random dots from a uniform random distribution in the right-eye image, projecting them onto the cyclopean surface, and then projecting them back to the left eye image and vice versa. In this paper the precise nature of the density cues introduced by the projection method, and by de Vries et al.'s modification of that method, are derived. It is also shown that the projection method and its modification have very similar density cues near the medial sagittal plane when polar projection is employed, and that they have identical density cues over the entire random-dot field when parallel projection is employed.
INTRODUCTION
invented the random-dot stereogram (RDS) as a tool to investigate cyclopcan perception. The great advantage of Julesz RDSs over conventional stereograms is that Julesz RDSs present cyclopean images that cannot be seen without binocular processing. In the original Julesz RDSs, each monocular image is considered as being tiled by rectangular cells (actually the cells need not be rectangular, but the crucial property remains the same). Each random dot is centered in one such cell (usually each random dot fills its cell; however, "'dot" may also be generalized to elements such as line segments). Cyclopean images are depicted by copying one eye's monocular image into the other eye's, translating cell contents horizontally in the second monocular image according to the local disparity (overwriting contents of the destination cells in the process), and filling the now-vacant cells with a new pattern of random dots. In this procedure, (i) cell contents are always translated an integral number of cells, (ii) cell contents are translated whether filled or unfilled, and (iii) cells whose contents have been translated are overwritten with a new (monocular) pattern of random dots with statistical properties identical to the whole monocular field's. Otherwise, the presence of binocular disparity would disrupt the statistical properties of the monocular images, thus negating the goal that the information about the cyclopean image be contained not in either monocular image alone, but only in the relationship between the two monocular images. Consequently, the original Julesz RDSs could only represent binocular disparities that were integral multiples of cell width. For example, Julesz RDSs cannot take advantage of tricks whereby luminance integration across adjacent pixels that make up a single random dot would otherwise allow one to specify disparity with sub-pixel resolution by manipulating the luminance of each such pixel independently. Later studies (e.g. Tyler, 1974; Brookes & Stevens, 1989) have made use of RDSs that abandon the three restrictions outlined above. In these stimuli, random dots are uniformly distributed over (x, y) coordinates in cyclopean space. No cell structure is imposed, so x and y can each take on any real value within their bounds.
[Resolution is, in fact, limited by the characteristics of the display device, but (x, y) position is now free to be specified even with sub-pixel resolution.] The monocular images are then constructed by finding the disparity corresponding to each random dot's (x, y) position, and placing a dot in each monocular image accordingly. For maximal geometrical realism, one would find the depth corresponding to each random dot 's position, z = z(x,y) , and make polar projections of the point (x,y, z) onto the display device, using each eye as the 346 ALAN B. COBO-LEWIS projection pole for its image. In this polar-projection method, the point (x, y, z) projects to (Xe, YL, Zo) for the left eye's image, and to (XR,YR, Z0) for the right eye's image, where z0 represents the depth of the display device, herein assumed constant. Note that, in general, x :~ (Xe + XR)/2, and y ~ (YL + yR)/2-An advantage of the polar-projection method over the Julesz method is that it allows for realistic vertical disparities, as well as realistic horizontal disparities. However, it also introduces perspective information into the monocular image. For this reason, parallel projection is often preferred over polar projection. In the parallel-projection method of RDS generation, each cyclopean random-dot is projected onto the display surface in parallel, and then is shifted horizontally in each eye's image according to the local disparity: the cyclopean point (x,y,z) maps to (XL,y, Z0) for the left eye's image, and to (XR,y, ZO) for the right eye's image. Furthermore, in the parallelprojection method, unlike in the polar-projection method, X=(XL+XR)/2, and y=yL=YR. Figure 1 shows an example of a parallel-projection RDS.
The projection methods allow the representation of disparities that are not integral multiples of cell width. However, projection methods come at a cost. The polarprojection method introduces variations in dot density in the monocular images (perspective cues). The parallelprojection method, on the other hand, introduces no perspective cues (nor does it introduce vertical disparities). In fact, as long as disparity does not vary as a function of x position, the parallel-projection method introduces no dot-density variation at all into the monocular images. Thus, the parallel-projection method would seem to enjoy all the benefits of the Julesz method. However, when disparity does vary as a function of x position, even the parallel-projection method introduces variations in dot density into the monocular images. Figure 2 shows an example of an RDS in which such density variation is present. Density variation could serve as a monocular cue about the shape of a cyclopean image. This is potentially of great concern, because it mi~,ht allow above-chance performance on a psychophysical task even in the absence of binocular processing, thus threatening the great advantage of RDSs.
de Vries, Kappers, and Koenderink (1994) attempted to address the projection method's problem of monocular density cues by altering the procedure of random-dot selection. They selected half of the random dots from a uniform random distribution in the right-eye image, projected them onto the cyclopean surface to be depicted, and then projected them back to the left-eye image. They selected the other half of the random dots from a uniform distribution in the left eye, projected them onto the cyclopean surface, and then projected them back to the right-eye image. Hereafter, this modification of the projection method of RDS construction will be referred to as the dVKK method, after the surname-initials of de Vries, Kappers, and Koenderink.
Although de Vries et al. applied their modification to the polar-projection method, herein it is considered as a potential modification to either the parallel-or polar-projection method.
DERIVATION OF DENSITY CUES
In order to quantify the nature of the monocular density cues, we now set about deriving them mathematically. This treatment is simplified by the assumption that disparity is a function solely of x position, not of y position. Thus, the treatment below implicitly averages dot density across y position. Consequently, the treatment neglects the dot-density variation across y position (including the variation arising from vertical disparity) that the polar-projection method uniquely introduces. These cues can be calculated using procedures analogous to those presented below; however, for the parallel-projection method in particular, the case of disparity varying as a function of both x and y positions can be easily considered by applying the results of this analysis to each y position separately. (For the polar-projection method, if one wished to calculate dot-density variation as a function of both x and y, then a vectorial generalization of the treatment below would be better suited, because in the polar-projection method, the density is not Cartesian separable.)
Projection methods'
Assume, with no loss of generality, that the dot density* of the cyclopean image is dC(x) -1. This is in accordance with the common projection methods, in which dots are positioned randomly according to a uniform distribution over (x,y) coordinates in cyclopean space. By setting dC(x) -1, we are expressing all dot densities as a multiple of the average cyclopean dot density.
First, let us derive the function describing the local dot *By "'dot density" I mean the expected number of random dots per unit of horizontal distance. In the monocular images this presents no problem because all dots lie in the same x, y plane. In the cyclopean image, which exists in x, y, z space, one may wish to consider dot density as describing the expected number of random dots per unit of horizontal distance in a parallel projection of the cyclopean image onto an x,y plane. Cyclopean dot density is defined in terms of this parallel projection for both the polar-and parallel-projection methods of RDS generation. as the left eye's component of the binocular disparity (the left hemi-disparity) at cyclopean position x. For the parallel-projection method, AR(X ) = AL(x), but for the polar-projection method geometric considerations, not detailed here, reveal that
where x0 is the horizontal coordinate of the point midway between the two eyes. However, assume that simulated depth is similar to actual depth [i.e. that z(x) -Zo is small, in order that the stimulus be fusible].
Then, for long viewing distances or for points near the medial sagittal plane, where (x-x0)/z(x) is small, equation (1) reveals that AR(x)~ AL(x) even for the polar-projection method. If a cyclopean dot is at position ~, the corresponding right-eye dot is at position ~ + A~ (~) (uncrossed disparities are positive). Thus, a cyclopean dot at position contributes to the right eye's average local dot density in a neighborhood about x whenever ~ + AR(~ ) falls in that neighborhood. The average local density in the right eye is therefore equal to
where I() is an indicator function, defined by 1, if A is true I(A) = 0, otherwise
Under the assumption that the argument of equation (2)'s indicator function is satisfied by a contiguous region of ~ values, and by applying the relation dC(x)-1, one can rewrite equation (2) as
Analogous derivations yield the theoretical local dot density for the left-eye image, 
[i.e. ~R(q) is the cyclopean x value that gives rise to a right-eye x value of q]. The local dot density in the right-eye image is then
where we have simply applied the definition of the derivative. Equation (6) confirms the intuitive expectation that dot density is high wherever large regions of cyclopean position correspond to small regions of righteye position (i.e. wherever large changes in cyclopean position give rise to but small changes in right-eye position). 
dVKK modification
In the dVKK modification, half the right eye's dots are distributed uniformly in the right eye's (x, y) coordinates, and half the right eye's dots are those that correspond to dots distributed uniformly in the left eye's (x,y) coordinates. Thus, the right eye's image can be regarded as the superposition of image 1, whose local dot density in the right eye is ]dR(x)-----1, and image 2, whose local dot density in the left eye is 2dL(x)-1.
Consequently, the local dot density in the right eye's composite image is neighborhood of x, 6 units wide. A cyclopean dot at position { contributes to this density whenever { falls in this neighborhood. However, because image 2's dot distribution is specified in the left eye's image, rather than in the cyclopean image, the dot density must be found by integrating with respect to { -AL({), which is the left-eye x position that corresponds to a cyclopean x position of ~. The average dot density in the cyclopean neighborhood is thus
The second line of equation (il) Having derived 2de(x), the next step is to use this result to derive 'dR(x), the local dot density of image 2's right-eye view. We follow the same procedure by which we derived the unmodified projection method's right-eye density from its cyclopean density, except that we use the dVKK modification's cyclopean density. Thus, we define
, where 2dR(x) is the average righteye density in a neighborhood about position x. 2dR (x) is defined in an expression analogous to the unmodified projection method's equation (2): 6
jER (~ ,~,2) where, in the second line, we have applied the contiguity assumption and equation (13)'s expression for the cyclopean density, 2d~:({). Distributing the integral over the subtraction, and using the chain rule to change the variable of integration in the second term, yields
• JAil-R(' ,S2)I 6 "
In the parallel-projection method A L = A R. Combining this with equation (5)'s definition of ~'R yields AL[ER(q)] = Aa[:aR(q)] = q --Ea(q). Applying this to the limits of integration in equation (15)'s second term, and then simplifying, yields
6
Applying the definition of the derivative, we have
Finally, substituting this result into equation (lO)'s expression for the right-eye dot density of the composite image, we have
2 dx
This result is identical with equation (6)'s expression for the right-eye dot density of the unmodified method's image. Naturally, analogous derivations demonstrate that the parallel-projection method and its dVKK modification also share the same left-eye dot density. Furthermore, by following the analogous derivations through to equation (12)'s expression for the cyclopean density, and then averaging the cyclopean densities for image 1 and image 2, one can verify that the dVKK modification of the parallel-projection method replicates the latter's cyclopean dot density of dC(x) -1, because the cyclopean dot density variations in image I and image 2 are exactly complementary. Thus, the parallelprojection method and its dVKK modification yield identical dot-density cues. What of the dVKK modification to the polarprojection method? Under polar projection one cannot make the substitution A L = A R, and thus must evaluate equation (15)'s expression for image 2's righteye density via a different tack. One way is to consider AL [~'R (q)] as a function of q. Then, after carrying out the integration in equation (15)'s second term to obtain
6 one can recognize that the limit of equation (19) 
a-0 dx dx [Of course, equation (20) actually applies both the polar-and parallel-projection methods; however, for the latter the simplification AL = AR allows one to use the simpler equation (17) Intuitively, why do the projection methods and their dVKK modifications yield identical or near-identical density cues? Consider just the generation of the righteye image, for arguments about the left-eye image are simply complementary. In the unmodified projection methods, random dots are "sprinkled" uniformly over the cyclopean (x, y) coordinates. When disparity varies as a function of x, this introduces density cues into the unmodified method's right-eye image. Under the dVKK modification, on the other hand, half the random dots are sprinkled uniformly over the right-eye (x, y) coordinates. Thus, half of the dVKK method's right eye's dots contain no density cues. But what of the other half?. These are sprinkled uniformly over the left-eye (x, y) coordinates. When disparity varies as a function of x, this introduces density cues into the cyclopean image. Projecting these cyclopean random dots back to the right-eye image introduces density cues yet again. Thus, although half of the dVKK method's right-eye dots contain no density cues, the other half contain doublestrength density cues. The net effect is that the right-eye view of the dVKK modification's composite image contains density cues unchanged from the unmodified method's, in the case of parallel projection (or almost unchanged from the unmodified method's, in the case of polar projection, for here the left-eye-to-cyclopean effect is only approximately equal to the cyclopean-to-righteye effect, so that half the dots contain density cues that are only approximately double strength).
Disparity-gradient limit
It is known that when a cyclopean surface approaches the observer at a rate greater than two units of disparity per unit of cyclopean translation, a degenerate stimulus is produced (cf. Burt & Julesz 1980) . This is reflected in the dot-density expressions derived herein. For example, consider a flat cyclopean surface, perhaps inclined along the x-axis. Assuming parallel projection for simplicity, either eye's hemi-disparity along this surface would be
The resultant right-eye dot density, found by substituting equation (22) into equation (5)'s definition of ER, and then using this result to solve equation (7), is dR(x)-(1 + a) ~. Analogous calculations show the result left-eye dot density to be dL(x)-(1 -a) J. When -1< a < 1, the stimulus is nondegenerate. However, when a =-1, dR(x)--= oO. Similarly, when a = +1, dL(x) = ~. Because uncrossed disparities are positive in our notation, this means that the right eye's dot density is infinite when the cyclopean planar stimulus approaches the observer as fast as two units of disparity (one unit of hemi-disparity) per unit of rightward cyclopean translation, and that the left eye's dot density is infinite when the cyclopean planar stimulus approaches the observer as fast as two units of disparity per unit of leftward cyclopean translation. The dot density becomes infinite because the cyclopean plane is inclined such that it projects to a line in the monocular image. This is exactly what one would expect based on the geometry.
How severe are the cues?
In spite of the fact that it can introduce monocular dot-density cues to the cyclopean shape, the projection method of RDS generation is often used to study stereopsis. This begs the question of how severe the cues really are, in a practical sense. This question is largely empirical. As such, it is somewhat beyond the scope of the present paper, the contribution of which is to quantify the physical magnitude of the density variation, rather than the perceptual effect of such variation. However, equations (7) and (8) do specify precisely how the expected local dot density in the monocular images reflect the x component of the local slant of the cyclopean object depicted. This, combined with the statistical variation in local dot density (which declines as the number of random dots increases), specifies how useful the monocular cues would be to an ideal observer. Such a detailed understanding of the physical stimulus is prerequisite to understanding the resultant percept.
